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Magnetic trapping of ytterbium and the alkaline-earth metals
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Atomic ytterbium~Yb!, magnesium~Mg!, calcium ~Ca!, and strontium~Sr! possess a simple yet versatile
internal level structure and a diversity of naturally abundant fermionic and bosonic isotopes, making these
systems ideal for studies of cold collisions and weakly interacting quantum degenerate gases. Unlike alkali-
metal atoms, however, Yb, Mg, Ca, and Sr cannot be magnetically trapped in the ground state. We analyze a
solution to this problem involving magnetic trapping in a low-lying metastable excited state and predict that
significant magnetic trap populations can be obtained via continuous,in situ loading from Yb and Sr1S0

21P1 magneto-optical traps.
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Magnetic trapping of ground-state neutral atoms@1# has
enabled unique explorations into two-body interatomic int
actions @2# and collisions@3#, radio-frequency and optica
spectroscopy@4#, trapped atom laser-induced@5# and evapo-
rative cooling@6#, and weakly interacting quantum degene
ate gases@7,8#. Atomic ytterbium~Yb! and the alkaline-earth
atoms magnesium~Mg!, calcium ~Ca!, and strontium~Sr!
@hereafter collectively labeled singlet-triplet~ST! atoms#
possess a diversity of naturally abundant fermionic a
bosonic isotopes@9#, spectrally narrow transitions that enab
ultralow temperature, high spatial density laser cooling@10–
12#, and a simple internal level structure ideally suited
quantitative studies of cold collisions@13#. As such, ST at-
oms offer unique opportunities for future studies of magn
cally trapped samples. Lacking the requisite ground-s
magnetic substructure, however, ST atoms cannot be he
ground-state magnetic traps.

In this paper we analyze the solution to this problem p
posed by Loftuset al. @14# which relies on magnetically trap
ping ST atoms in the low-lying3P2 (mJ52) weak-field
seeking metastable@15–18# excited-state. We begin b
showing that for each ST atom a single magnetic field s
ports both a 1S021P1 transition magneto-optical tra
~MOT! and a pure magnetic trap capable of holding1S0
21P1 MOT-cooled atoms. Next, we discuss threein situ
techniques for loading3P2 (mJ52) magnetic traps with at
oms precooled in1S021P1 or 1S023P1 MOTs and provide
numerical estimates, based on the relevant Zeeman sub
dependent decay paths@19#, for the resulting magnetic trap
loading rates. Finally, we discuss a zero-background te
nique for observing the magnetically trapped atoms. For s
plicity, our discussion is confined to magnetic trapping of t
most abundant, even atomic mass number ST atom isoto
Note, however, that the procedures outlined here are ap
cable to the remaining isotopes, even those with nonz
nuclear spin.

Figure 1~a! shows a contour plot~calculated according to
analytic expressions given by Bergmanet al. @20#! of the
typical anti-Helmholtz magnetic field used for a previous
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reported1S021P1 Yb MOT ~60 G/cm axial field gradient!
@14,21#. In the figure, coil windings lie in the centers of th
four black dots and equimagnitude field contours are labe
in Gauss. The spatial extent of a magnetic trap employ
this field is set by the direction-dependent radius of the ma
mum closed contour centered about the magnetic field n
We label the magnitude of this contourBM where in Fig.
1~a!, BM540 G. In Fig. 1~b! we plot the3P2 (mJ52) mag-
netic trap depth for each species as a function ofBM . The
trap depth is scaled byTS , the species specific1S021P1
Doppler-limited MOT temperature. The inset shows the tr
depth normalized byTT , the species specific1S023P1

h-

FIG. 1. ~a! Contour plot of the anti-Helmholtz magnetic fiel
used for a previously reported1S021P1 Yb MOT @14#. Coil wind-
ings lie in the centers of the four black dots and equimagnitude fi
contours are labeled in Gauss.~b! 3P2 (mJ52) magnetic trap depth
as a function ofBM , the maximum effective trap field@;40 G in
Fig. 1~a!#. The trap depth is scaled byTS , the species specific
1S021P1 Doppler-limited MOT temperature.~c! 3P2 (mJ52)
magnetic trap depth versus the trap size,r, with a fixed axial field
gradient of 60 G/cm@the axial gradient in~a!#. Here,r is measured
relative to the magnetic field null point. Insets to~b! and ~c! show
the 3P2 (mJ52) magnetic trap depth normalized byTT , the spe-
cies specific1S023P1 Doppler limited @22# temperatures for Yb
and Sr. Note that a field gradient of;10 G/cm ~;5 G/cm! is re-
quired to suspend Yb~Sr! atoms against gravity.
©2002 The American Physical Society11-1
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Doppler-limited@22# temperatures for Yb and Sr. Figure 1~c!
depicts the3P2 (mJ52) magnetic trap depth as a function
the trap size,r, for a fixed axial magnetic field gradient of 6
G/cm. Here,r is measured relative to the magnetic field n
point @note that in Fig. 1~a!, r max;7 mm along the axial di-
rection#. For all four species the magnetic trap shown in F
1~a! is deep enough to capture precooled ST atoms, e
those that are only cooled toTS .

Figure 2 presents three techniques for loading ST ato
into a 3P2 (mJ52) magnetic trap. Type I transfer@Fig. 2~a!#
uses a1S021P1 MOT to simultaneously precool the ST a
oms and, through radiative branching induced MOT lo
@23#, load the atoms into the3P2 (mJ52) state. In contrast
type II ~type III! transfer employs1S021P1 (1S023P1)
MOT precooling followed by population transfer to the3P2
(mJ52) state via optical pumping. As discussed below,
three transfer schemes are applicable to Yb, Ca, and
while, due to the details of the Mg internal level structu
Mg requires the use of type II or type III transfer. Note th
in all cases approximately equal populations are loaded
the 3P2 (mJ52) and 3P2 (mJ51) weak-field seeking
states. As demonstrated elsewhere@8#, however, the resulting
spin-mixed sample could be purified by ejecting3P2 (mJ
51) atoms from the magnetic trap with a swept-frequenc
field. The remainder of our discussion, therefore, will foc
on atoms loaded into the more tightly confined3P2 (mJ
52) state. In the following, we write the continuous
quasi-continuous type I and type II transfer rates,RM , as
RM5 f (NS /ts)5RSf where f ,1 is an effective1P1→3P2
(mJ52) or 3S1→3P2 (mJ52) cascade decay fraction,NS
(ts) is the population~lifetime! of a 1S021P1 MOT, andRS
is a 1S021P1 MOT loading rate. Type III loading, which
involves transferring population from a1S023P1 MOT to
the 3P2 (mJ52) state in a pulsed manner, is characteriz
by f 8NT wheref 8,1 is a 3P2 (mJ52) transfer fraction and
NT is the steady-state population of a1S023P1 MOT. Note

FIG. 2. Simplified energy-level diagrams showing~a! type I, ~b!
type II, and~c!, type III transfer processes and a zero-backgrou
technique for observing atoms magnetically trapped in the3P2

(mJ52) state. In~a!, transitions and states labeled with dotte
dashed lines apply only to Yb. In~b!, Pump I~Pump II and Pump
III ! is used for incoherent~semicoherent! transfer. For all three, the
detection~probe! transitions are denoted by dashed~dotted! lines.
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that f and f 8 depend on spontaneous decay rates and Zee
substate dependent weighting factors. For the former, we
either measured or theoretically predicted values~see Fig. 3
and Refs.@13,16,17,24–32#! while the latter are calculated
according to the Wigner-Eckhart theorem@33#.

In type I and type II transfer@Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respec-
tively#, the atoms are initially loaded into1S021P1 MOTs.
Type I transfer then consists of allowing the atoms to rad
tively cascade from the1P1 state to the3P2 (mJ52) state
while they are held in the1S021P1 MOT. Note that in this
casetc,ts/1000 for all four ST atoms wheretc is the time
required to slow atoms from the MOT capture velocity
TS . Thus the atoms are generally cooled toTS before the
radiative cascade from the1P1 state to the3P2 (mJ52)
state occurs. For Yb and Sr, this transfer scheme is relati
efficient ~see Table I! since cascade radiative decay from t
1P1 state which terminates in the3P2,0 states~ 3P2 state! is

d

FIG. 3. Simplified energy-level diagrams for~a! Yb and ~b! Sr.
Electric dipole and quadrupole and magnetic dipole and quadru
transitions are represented by solid, dashed, dotted, and do
dashed lines, respectively. States with a superscripto have odd par-
ity, transition wavelengths are given in vacuum@24,25#, and
numbers in parentheses give transition probabilities~in s21! @16–18,
27–31#. The inset in~a! shows an expanded view of the Yb1P1

→3D2,1→3P2,1,0 decay channel.
1-2
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MAGNETIC TRAPPING OF YTTERBIUM AND THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 013411 ~2002!
the dominant Yb ~Sr! 1S021P1 MOT loss mechanism
@10,11,23# and intermediate states decay quickly to the3P2
state@see Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. Using theNS and ts values
reported for Sr in Ref.@11#, for example, givesRM
;109 atoms/s. Moreover, in Yb the transfer efficiency c
be increased approximately an order of magnitude by o
cally pumping population from the3P0 state to the3P2
(mJ52) through excitation of the3P023S1 transition@see
Fig. 3~a!#. As shown in Table I, type I transfer is similarl
efficient for Ca. Note, however, that cold Ca atoms lost fro
a 1S021P1 MOT via radiative decay spend;10 ms in the
intermediate 1D2 state @Ca Einstein A(1D223P2)
592.9 s21 @28##, a process that increases the3P2 (mJ52)
cloud size@using the conservative force experienced by1D2
state atoms in the Fig. 1~a! field, the atoms travel;1 mm
prior to 1D223P2 decay# and results in additional heatin
@approximately a factor of 2 along the Fig. 1~a! trap axial
direction#. Finally, note that type I transfer cannot be used
Mg since in this case the1S021P1 transition is radiatively
closed@34#.

In type II transfer, these limitations are overcome by o
tically pumping 1S021P1 MOT precooled atoms to the3P2
(mJ52) state via radiative decay from the3S1 state, a pro-
cess that can be accomplished two ways. First, exciting
1P123S1 transition with a Rabi frequency,V@1/tp where
tp is the 3S1 state lifetime, equalizes the1P1 and 3S1 state
populations and fills the3P2 (mJ52) state with a 1/e time
of ;tp . This incoherent population transfer is continued u
til the 1S021P1 MOT is emptied, can be repeated once e
ery ts ~notets , tc@tp!, and assuming equal population di
tributions in the 1P1 and 3S1 magnetic substates, givesf
;0.1 for all four ST atom species. Alternatively, once eve
ts , the 1S021P1 MOT optical fields are extinguished an
temporally separated, circularly polarizedp pulses excite the
stepwise1S0→3P1 (mJ51)→3S1 (mJ51) transition. Sub-
sequently, radiative decay from the3S1 (mJ51) state loads
the atoms into the3P2 (mJ52) state. This semicoheren
process enhances the type II transfer efficiency by rough
factor of 3 and due to the spectral width of the1S023P1
transition, enables additional one-dimensional cool

TABLE I. Estimated 3P2 (mJ52) state transfer fractionf for
the continuous and quasicontinuous type I and type II transfer
cesses. Thef value given for type II loading assumes a semicoh
ent, stepwise transfer to the3P2 (mJ52) state; the incoherent typ
II transfer fractionf is smaller by roughly a factor of 3.

Loading scheme Species f

Type I 174Yb without repumping: 0.01
with repumping: 0.1

40Ca 0.2
88Sr 0.2

Type II 174Yb 0.3
24Mg
40Ca
88Sr
01341
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@10,35#. Moreover, the resulting magnetic trap spin mixtu
favors atoms in the3P2 (mJ52) state over atoms in the3P2
(mJ51) state by a factor of 2.

Lastly, in type III transfer, the atoms are precooled
1S023P1 MOTs loaded with either a1S021P1 MOT
@10,11# or a Zeeman slowed atomic beam@12#. The MOT
optical and magnetic fields are then turned off, polarizedp
pulses load atoms into the3P2 (mJ52) state by exciting the
stepwise1S0→3P1 (mJ51)→3S1 (mJ51) transition, and
the magnetic trap is turned on around the optically prepa
atoms. For a given1S023P1 MOT population,NT , the re-
sulting magnetic trap population isf 8NT where here,f 8
;0.3. Although the most technically challenging of all thr
transfer techniques, this approach has the benefit of pro
ing ultracold~;3 mK in the case of Sr@36#!, large population
~;107 atoms@10–12#! samples and is an attractive extensi
of the intercombination line laser cooling currently bein
pursued in Sr@10,11# and Yb @12#. Note, however, that type
III transfer cannot be applied directly to Mg or Ca since
these cases,FT;Fg/10 whereFT (Fg) is the 1S023P1 op-
tical ~gravitational! force and thus1S023P1 MOTs cannot
suspend Mg or Ca against gravity. For these two spec
however, magnetic trapping of ultracold samples could
achieved by substituting the quenched narrow-line la
cooling technique recently developed by Curtiset al. @37# for
the 1S023P1 MOT stage. Finally, we point out that due t
the reduced sample temperatures achieved with type
transfer, Majorana flops will likely be a significant source
trap loss if the quadrupole magnetic field geometry assum
here is employed. This problem, however, can easily be o
come by switching in either rotating bias@38# or Ioffe @39#
fields during the magnetic trapping stage.

For all three transfer schemes, zero-background detec
of the magnetically trapped atoms can be realized via opt
excitation of the3P223S1 transition followed by selective
observation of radiative decay from the3S1 state to either
the 3P1 state or the3P0 state. Several factors, however, mu
be considered when performing these measurements. Fir
contrast to traditional ground-state magnetically trapped
kali metal samples, the probability that a given atom w
radiatively decay to untrapped states~ 3P1 and 3P0! follow-
ing excitation of the3P223S1 transition is approximately 1
~see Fig. 3 and Ref.@32#!. Consequently, detecting the ma
netically trapped atoms requires efficiently collecting t
3S123P1,0 fluorescence. Additionally, although the3S1
23P2 transition is spectrally separated from the3S123P1
and 3S123P0 transitions byDld.10 nm in Yb and Sr, for
Mg and Ca, Dld;1 nm @24,25#, requiring, for zero-
background measurements, a spectrometer or an equiv
spectrally selective device. Note, however, that for su
ciently high spatial densities it may be possible to use
absorptive@7# or dispersive light scattering@40# techniques
commonly employed to characterize magnetically trapped
kali metals.

Studies of laser cooled Yb and alkaline earth atoms h
provided important insights into light-assisted collision
radiation-pressure induced MOT density limits, and a
optical pathways to quantum degeneracy. We have prese
and analyzed several novel strategies for efficiently loadi

o-
-
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these species into magnetic traps and demonstrated tha
nificant trap populations can be obtained using1S021P1
MOT magnetic fields and currently achieved1S021P1 MOT
populations. Our procedures may thus enable the uniq
simple yet versatile properties of Yb and the alkaline ear
to be exploited in the ultracold, photon-free regime availa
in magnetic traps where evaporative cooling and ultimate
,observations of quantum degeneracy in these species m
possible.
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Note added in proof. Recently, refined values for the Mg
Ca, and Sr3P2 state lifetimes have become availbale. S
Ref. @41#.
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